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KHARCHENKO A.N, ZHUIICOV V.Ya. (Kyiv)
Voice signals processing by means of wavelet transforms
The article presents the results of comparison of
objective characteristics of different wavelet-filters
application efficiency for voice data compression.

SHIDLOVSKA N A , SAMOILENKO V.G. (Kyiv)
About some problems of nonlinear electrical engineering
and mathematical methods of their research
Some classical problems of nonlinear electrical
engineering are considered. Basic principles of creation
of mathematical models of electric circuits with
Conversion of electric energy parameters
nonlinear elements are set and the requirements to
mathematical methods of their analysis are described.
OLESCHUK V , PRUDEAK D., SIZOV A ,
Application of different mathematical methods is given YAROSHENKO E. (Moldova, Kishinev) Asymmetrical
by means of definite examples of nonlinear electric six-phase drives with synchronized PWM during
circuits and their comparative analysis is conducted.
overmodulation
STADNIK I.P., FILIPPOV D.M. (Simpheropol) A
This paper presents results of dissemination of
method of SLAE computation of static in-plane fields in novel method of synchronized pulsewidth modulation
piece-homogeneous media (secondary sources: simple (PWM) for control of asymmetrical dual three-phase
currents layer; a piece-linear approximation)
(six-phase) drives in the zone of overmodulation. Algo
At a choice of a simple currents layer as a secondary rithms of synchronized PWM provide in this case
source a problem of a static in-plane field computation quarter-wave symmetry of the motor phase voltage
in a piece-homogeneous medium comes to SLAE by during the whole overmodulation region.
application of the total current law in an integral form for
ARTEMENICO M.Yu, TROTSENKO N.M. (Kyiv)
every segment of media interface fragmentation. A Matrix-topology method of averaging for analysis of
piece-linear approximation of current density is steady processes in two-interval voltage transducers
considered. Solution of this SLAE at the same number
A new conception is offered and a simplified matrixof fragmentations is substantially nearer to solution of topology method of averaging for analysis of steady
the proper integral equation comparing with SLAE processes in two-interval voltage transducers is
solution which results directly from an integral equation. elaborated.
KRAVCHENKO O.P. (Kyiv) Analysis of oscilatory
circuit with nonlinear resistance
An approximate solution of an equation describing
processes in a successive discharge RLC circuit with
Electromechanical energy conversion
nonlinear resistance is found by means of an original
method. Possibility of analysis of both cyclic and acyclic
LISNYK V.Ya., POPOVICH O.M., BIBIK O.V.,
processes in the circuit of a capacitor discharge is an SHtJRUB Yu.V. (Kyiv) Mathematical models, methods
important feature of the proposed method.
of investigation and designing of electromechanical
SUPRUNOVSKAYA N.I. (Kyiv) Transient systems on the basis of asynchronous machines with
processes at a capacitor discharge at a spark load and special features of power supply and loading
limitation of pulse currents duration flowing in it
The results of investigation and elaboration of
Analysis of transient processes at a capacitor electromechanical systems on the basis of asynchronous
discharge at a spark load, which electric resistance can machines with special features of power supply and
be increased in spurts in several times, is made. The loading, and also a proper software are given.
character of voltage change at a capacitor and current in
ANTONOV A.E., AKININ
K.P.
(Kyiv)
its discharge circuit at nonzero initial values of current in Compensation of disperse field influence in a three de
inductance and voltage at a capacitor are determined. gree electrical machine
The new method of pulse currents duration stabilization
Model of slotless three degree electrical machine
in a spark load is based and conditions of its most power with magnetic disperse field is made and research.
efficient application are determined.
Control law of procession for compensation of disperse
DMYTRIJEVA O.M. (Donetsk) A "degree” field influence are determined.
method of extremums evaluation of quadratic inertia
ONOPRICH V.P. (Kyiv) Asynchronous motors
and cumulative processes in the models of characteristics at a magnetic core material change and
electromagnetic compatibility
increase of voltage frequency of a supply mains
Problems of EMC evaluation by the quadratic
Characteristics of asynchronous motors (operating
inertia smoothing or averaging at an interval are and mechanical) at a magnetic core material change
considered. A method of quadratic inertia or cumulative taking into account flux displacement and increase of a
extremums computation by the known inertia or supply voltage frequency by the example of
cumulative extremums is proposed.
asynchronous motors are investigated.
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TSIGANKOVA GA. (Kyiv) Special features of a
dynamitic brake with a ferromagnetic disk
There is a value of a brake moment of a dynamitic
brake with a ferromagnetic disk taking into account
dependence of a magnetic conductivity of a disk material
on a magnetic field induction with rotation speed change.
Comparison of computation and experimental data is
conducted.

Electric power systems and installations
SOPEL M .F, PILIPENKO Yu.V, APUKHTIN
V.V,
KASHIN
AA,
ANTONENKO
A.V.,
KOCHEGAROV
Yu. I ,
YAKIMENKO
Yu.V,
KAZAKOVA N.Yu. (Kyiv) About protection of
transformers of 330 kV voltage
The cases of transformers damages of 330 kV volt
age, which are accompanied by explosions and short
circuits, are considered in the article. Analysis of
oscillograms of real damages is made. Protection of volt
age transformers on the basis of DM "Diamant" of the
scientific-industrial production "Hartron-Inkor" is
proposed.
DOBROVOLSKA L.N, YAROSCHUK I.V.
(Lutsk) Analysis of power losses distribution methods
in electrical power systems
The basic methods of power losses distribution in
electrical power systems, which are found now in
scientific literature, are analyzed in the article. The main
attention is paid to advantages and shortcomings of the
existing methods of power losses distribution between
participants of a power market and possibility of their
application in practice.

Electrotechnological complexes and systems
KONDRATENKO
I.P,
PETUKHOV I.S,
RASCHEPKIN
A.P.
(Kyiv)
Simulation
of
electromagnetic influence on a liquid metal meniscus in
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an ingot-forming equipment of a continuous billets
casting machine
Power action of a high-frequency electromagnetic
field on a liquid metal meniscus in an ingot-forming
equipment of a continuous billets casting machine
(CBCM) is investigated. The main operating and power
characteristics of an electromagnetic device for a
meniscus shape forming are determined.
KHALIKOV V A , MOZHAROVSKY A.G,
SHATAN O.F. (Kyiv), PAKHANJAN V.M. (Rostovon-Don) Inspectors of electric arc welding systems in
the environment of protective gases
Practical implementations of efficient control of
semi-automatic systems of arc welding in the
environment of protective gases with application of
microprocessors are considered.
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ZAPOROZHETS Yu.M. (Kyiv), KONDRATEN
KO Yu.P, SHYSHKIN O.S. (Mykolajiv) Threedimensional mathematical model for magnetic
induction computation in a magnetic sensitive system of
a slip sensor
The article is devoted to construction of a
mathematical model of a magnetic slip sensor on the
basis of the theory of a magnetic field. A threedimensional mathematical model which permits to
compute a magnetic induction value, a magnetic field
tension and an output voltage of a sensor in an arbitrary
point above the surface of a magnet, which is a part of a
magnetic sensitive system of a slip sensor, is synthesized.
The results of a statistical analysis of the synthesized
mathematical model and a comparative analysis of the
results of a computer simulation and experimental
investigations are given. The results of a comparative
analysis prove efficiency of the developed specialized
software for automation of computations in accordance
with the proposed mathematical model.
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